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The Holidays mean parties. It can also
mean gift shopping, or baking or trips
home to see the family. But everyone
has parties to go to all throughout
November and December. Office
parties, family parties, get togethers
with three different circles of friends –
it sounds like you’re going to need

different outfits for each party.
Because there couldn’t possibly be one party dress that could work for all of
your parties, could there?

Yes, the ultimate party dress is out there. One dress to rule them all. It’s
totally possible to wear the same dress to a fancy cocktail party and a casual
Hannukah fry off (wear an apron!). The key is picking a dress versatile
enough to be worn with your best jewelry and a casual scarf.

The Little Black Dress
The LBD is a classic because it goes with everything. Dress it up with pearls,
or dress it down with chunky costume jewelry. With the right accessories,
you can wear the same little black dress (http://abbeypost.com/blog/fourgood-reasons-need-black-dress-one-bad-reason/) to your neighbor’s
Christmas cookie exchange and your office Holiday party. Pile on your
sparkly crystal jewelry and you’re set for New Year’s Eve. Wear big
statement earrings, and your LBD is set for a Kwanza party.

A little black dress (http://abbeypost.com/shop/the-little-black-dress) can go
anywhere because it acts as a backdrop for your accessories. It’s what you
wear with the dress that makes your outfit the perfect level of dressy.

Or… Not.
The little black dress is a concept more than a specific item that you need in
your closet. Black might not be flattering (http://abbeypost.com/blog/bestways-figure-colors-flatter-skin-tone/) on you, or maybe you just prefer to
wear other colors. That’s fine. Your little black dress can be blue, or purple,
or gray, or brown, or red. Red? Yes, even something that stands out as much
as a red dress can be a versatile party dress. Just add a jacket or scarf to
completely change up the look of your red dress.

What makes the little black (or blue, or green) dress the ultimate party dress
is that it’s a wardrobe basic. A black dress covered in sequins isn’t a little
black dress. A red dress covered in beads isn’t a little red dress. A purple
dress covered in fringe isn’t a little purple dress. Those are all fabulous
dresses, but the embellishments make them too dressy for most occasions.
Save those dresses for the galas where a little black dress won’t cut it.
Those dresses are for the ultimate party. The ultimate party dress is perfect
for all your other parties.
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Try a burst of red as your go-to holiday style! Like this Daniella Dress

from AbbeyPost available online for $148.

Plain Isn’t Boring
A basic party dress isn’t just a boring sack. Look at the Michelle dress in
velvet (http://abbeypost.com/michelle-velvet-aline-dress.html) or the Kelly
dress in wool ponte (http://abbeypost.com/kelly-aline-dress-wool-pontecharcoal-grey.html). They’re classic dresses that look fabulous on their own.
What makes them ultimate party dresses is that they’re understated enough
not to clash with whatever accessories you want to wear with them. If you
want to pair these dresses with a metallic belt or a sparkly shrug, it will work.
A statement necklace and chandelier earrings? Go for it. A bright,
multicolored scarf and fabulous boots? Looks great. Cowboy boots and
brightly colored tights? Why not?
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Our Kelly Dress in wool can be the perfect party dress this season! Available online for $178.

With the ultimate party dress, you won’t be stuck searching through your
accessories for something that actually goes with the dress. Your only
problem will be deciding which accessories you feel like wearing today.

You can’t possibly wear the same exact look to cocktails and a family dinner.
But you can wear the same dress by wearing different accessories with it.
For those times when you have to stop by three parties in one evening, a

versatile party dress is the best way to go.
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